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1.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

A debris flow, sometimes referred to as a mudslide, is a flowing mixture ranging from watery
mud to thick, rocky mud that can carry large items such as boulders, trees, and other debris. Debris flows travel rapidly downslope along drainage channels or stream valleys, often transporting
and depositing a large volume of material in areas where the gradient flattens, such as roadways.
Because of their relatively high density and viscosity, debris flows can move, and even carry
away, vehicles and other objects as large as bridges and railroad cars (Miller, 1989).
The purpose of this report is to discuss protocol for removal of debris on roadways, maintaining
worker safety, recording of key information for future use, and selecting feasible mitigation
measures to protect the roadway from debris-flow hazards. Collection of data during removal of
debris from roadways will provide a database that may assist in ranking and/or mitigating roadways with frequent debris-flow hazards.
Debris flows develop when water rapidly accumulates in the ground. Water may be supplied by
rainfall, melting of snow or ice, unsuitable drainage of roads, or by rupture of waterlines. In
Colorado, the spring snow-melt and summer rainstorms, coupled with steep topography, initiate
numerous debris flows (Highland et al. 1997). Additionally, wildfire, logging, mining, development, or other disturbance of the watershed may contribute to the occurrence of debris flows.
Road cuts and other altered or excavated areas may also flow onto the roadway during storms
more readily than natural slopes would (Highland et al. 1997). The areas most prone to movement include the mountains and foothills, but landslides have occurred in most areas of the state
(DOLA, 2003).
Burial of roadways by debris flows is a common occurrence in Colorado. Interruption of traffic
corridors can cause serious delays for emergency personnel, commuters, and commerce. Buried
roadways may potentially isolate homeowners and communities by blocking access routes. Debris flows can cause damage in three ways; direct impact, indirect impact, and flooding (Hunger
et al, 1987). Direct impacts are debris flows with a high-discharge and velocity, with violent
thrust and impact. This type of impact can destroy objects as large as bridges. Indirect impacts
are relatively low discharge and velocity, low impact, large volume flows which are capable of
burying the roadway. Liquid after-flow and flood discharges are associated with indirect impacts
as they are forced out of depositing surges and have the potential to erode unprotected surfaces
and deposit gravel and other small debris (Hunger et al, 1987). Lastly, flooding downstream of
the deposition zone has the potential to endanger a relatively large area.
Areas where surface runoff is channeled, such as along roadways and below culverts, are common sites of debris flows and other landslides (Highland et al, 1997). Highway and roadway
drainage structures have generally been designed to pass water. These drainage structures may
not have adequate capacity for the volume of mud and debris generated by debris flows. The extent of transport and deposition of debris-flow material and the impacts upstream and
downstream of defensive measures must be considered for future debris-flow mitigation to avoid
creating hazardous conditions elsewhere in the watershed (Hunger et al, 1987).
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2.

BACKGROUND

The first part of this section provides a brief description of historic debris flow locations
throughout Colorado. The second part details what systems other state and federal agencies have
in place to collect information regarding debris flows and unstable slopes.
2.1.

Historic Debris Flow Areas in Colorado

Debris flows have been observed throughout the State of Colorado. The best source
(though still quite general) for a statewide inventory of unstable slopes including debris
flows is Rogers’ (2003) map: Critical Landslides of Colorado (Noe, P.C., 2006). The map
provides a basic ranking system of three tiers which denote the severity of activity and
potential impacts. The map highlights a total of sixteen areas with debris flow hazards,
which are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Major Debris Flow areas in Colorado (from Rogers, 2003)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Tier One Debris Flow Areas -- Highest Severity of Activity and Potential Impacts
Clear Creek/I-70 Corridor
Steep slopes in Douglas County along I-25 south of Castle Rock
I-70 Corridor from Vail Pass to just east of Rt. 131
Glenwood Springs vicinity
Marble town site and vicinity in Gunnison County
Ouray and vicinity
San Miguel River Corridor from Telluride to Rt. 62 and north on Rt. 62 approximately 5 mi.
Tier Two Debris Flow Areas -- Significant Activity and Potential Impacts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Chalk Creek area south of Buena Vista
Red Cliff area south of Minturn on Rt. 24
Lower reaches and alluvial fans of Arkansas River Tributaries from Salida to west
of Cañon City
Tributary streams to Big Thompson River
Poudre River Corridor on Rt. 14 west of Fort Collins
Aspen Mountain Ski area and vicinity
Devils Hole Gulch and Wilson Creek area north of Meeker
Tier Three Debris Flow Areas -- Moderate Activity and Local Impacts

1
2

Sweetwater Creek area northwest of Gypsum
Dutch Creek, Coal Creek and Redstone areas south of Carbondale on Rt. 133

Coe et al (2002) produced a field trip guidebook detailing debris flows along the Interstate 70 and US 6 Corridors between Floyd Hill and Arapahoe Basin Ski Area. The
guidebook outlines eight areas that debris flows have historically affected, listed in Table
2.
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Table 2 – Historic Debris Flow areas along I-70 and US 6 (from Coe et al, 2002)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

County Road 314 near Aggregate Industries Plant
Virginia Canyon in Idaho Springs
Ohio Gulch on County Road 310
The area between Empire and Georgetown along the north side of I-70
Georgetown on the north side of I-70 (the most active debris flow area along the
corridor)
Brown Gulch just west of Silver Plume
Watrous Gulch
Arapahoe Basin Ski area

In addition to the debris-flow source areas listed in Table 1 and 2, wildfires throughout
the state have generated numerous events in the years following the fires. Recent wildfires that have had debris flows associated with them include the Missionary Ridge, Coal
Seam, Storm King Mountain, Hayman, and Overland Fires. Wildfires greatly increase the
potential for debris flows and likely represent the most severe risk for damaging events in
the two to three years following the fire, before vegetation is established (Cannon and
Gartner, 2005).
2.2.

Methods Used by Other States and Agencies

As background research for this report, we contacted numerous state and federal agencies
to determine what methods—if any—were in use by other departments of transportation
or geological surveys.
Washington
The Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) has the most detailed and advanced system for recognition, classification and mitigation of unstable slope hazards
that we found during our research. They began to implement the system about 15 years
ago in response to continued losses and litigation due to slope failures (Moses, P.C,
2006). The Unstable Slope Management System (USMS) involves an eight-step process
from initial identification to fund allocation and mitigation (WSDOT, 1995). The USMS
incorporates all types of slope instability from slope erosion to rockfall rather than maintaining separate databases ranking systems for differing types of failures.
The most relevant aspect of the system for the current project is Step 1 which directs the
maintenance superintendent in each region to compile a list of unstable slopes. The required information for each unstable slope is given and includes the state route number,
milepost distances from the start to end of the area, a preliminary determination of the
type of instability (debris flow, rockfall, etc.), the frequency of failure, and the approximate cost of maintenance per year. The information is then used to rate the slope based
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on an 81-point system similar to CDOT’s revised rockfall management system (Russell,
in preparation).
Information regarding the location, condition, maintenance and mitigation costs for each
unstable slope identified in the state is compiled into a database that is accessible to
WSDOT and other state employees. In this way, should an event affect a roadway,
WSDOT workers can easily determine whether the failure has been previously identified
and what measures have been taken to mitigate the area in the past (Moses, P.C, 2006).
Oregon:
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) does not specifically have response
guidelines in place for debris flows, however, due to the frequent occurrence of slope
failures that affect roadways a debris flow warning system is in place throughout the state
(Burns, P.C., 2006). ODOT relies on the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) to monitor storms and rainfall totals and to locate where debris flows and landslides occur or
may occur (Gentry, P.C., 2006). The locations of failures that affect roadways are transmitted to ODOT who issues warnings to the general public.
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) developed a
landslide inventory worksheet in response to the 1996 and 1997 storm events (Hofmeister, 2000). Through the use of this worksheet and the subsequent database, the locations
and conditions of landslides throughout the state are identified and monitored.
Idaho:
Idaho is similar to Oregon in that an unstable slopes inventory has been developed and
locations and conditions of landslides are tracked. A detailed worksheet for locating and
describing the landslides was developed by Miller (2003) and many of the components
were used in the development of the Data Sheet attached to the current report.
Virginia:
No system is currently in place for rapid response to debris flows or data collection, but
when they do occur, the geotechnical division of the Virginia Department of Transportation typically employs long-term mitigation methods outlined by Reihsen and Harrison
(1971) (LeGrande, P.C., 2006).
Utah:
No system is currently in place to respond to debris flows or to collect and categorize
them as they occur (Heppler, P.C., 2006).
FHWA:
No system is currently in place to respond to debris flows or to collect information on
them as they occur. The FHWA is typically involved in the construction of new roadways
rather than maintenance and hazard response (Andersen, P.C., 2006; Rivers, P.C., 2006).
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3.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Debris flows can happen rapidly, striking with little or no warning, and moving at speeds up to
35 miles per hour (USGS, 2005). They can travel several miles from their sources, over relatively gentle gradients, growing in size and momentum as they pick up trees, boulders, cars, and
other materials that will cause considerable destruction to anything in the path. When moving,
debris flows can resemble masses of wet concrete flowing downslope along channels or stream
valleys (Case, 2000). High-speed debris flows may climb valley walls on the outsides of bends,
and their momentum may also carry them over obstacles (Miller, 1989). The major hazard to
human life from debris flows is from burial or impact by boulders and other debris (Miller,
1989).
It is important to clear roadways and restore travel following debris flows; however, it is also
important to understand the danger involved in working in these areas by being aware of the hazards created by debris flow and flooding, and signs that another debris flow may occur. Some
“symptoms” of a debris flow do not provide much lead-time for evacuation, and in some cases
there is no warning.
If a debris flow occurs before a proper evacuation of workers and equipment is possible, the
workers should quickly move uphill, out of the canyon, and away from the path of the debris
flow (CDC, 2003). If escape is not possible, the National Disaster Education Coalition (NDEC,
1996) recommends the best protection is to curl into a tight ball and protect the head. The construction team should have an internal warning system, such as whistles or other loud noises to
alert others of a possible debris flow approaching. All occupants of the area should be familiar
with evacuation procedures, emergency escape routes or paths, and personal protection for fast
approaching debris flows.
In addition to the danger associated with rapid debris flow, slow moving, or creeping, debris
flows pose danger as well. Measures should be taken to prevent starting a slow-moving, or localized landslide by controlling the excavation procedure when removing debris-flow material from
a roadway. Excavations should generally be less than 5-feet high, and be in accordance with
OSHA guidelines (29 CFR Part 1926). In order to prevent localized instabilities from steep, unsupported slopes in large debris flows, removal of thick deposits should be conducted in a
widespread manner, removing material from the edges and upper portions then proceeding upslope. The contractor should set up a stake line above the limits of excavation, and observe the
stakes frequently for signs of movement.
Debris flows are unpredictable and fast moving events, but careful observation of the following
conditions will help identify imminent flows. These safety considerations are summarized in the
attached sheet “Debris-Flow Safety” (Appendix A), which is intended for wide distribution
among field personnel.
3.1.
Observe the Surrounding Area
Debris flows can be violent events capable of damaging bridges, rupturing utility lines,
and causing erosion beneath roadways. Care must be taken to ensure bridges are stable,
the roadway is solid, and there are no live electrical wires, gas or water leaks before allowing construction vehicles and personnel to occupy the area. Additionally, adjacent
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drainage channels may contain debris or floodwater that may affect staging areas, hauling
routes, or emergency evacuation.
Location selection of headquarters and staging areas should be carefully planned. These
areas should be located away from “active” channels and canyon mouths that debris may
potentially exit and head for low ground. Preferential worksite areas are on higher
ground, between canyon mouths, with the safest access routes considered.
3.2.
Observe the Consistency of the Debris
Fresh debris is initially very wet, and unstable, quick conditions may be present. To
avoid trapped machinery and workers, this material should not be walked or driven on.
Additionally, as this material is very fresh, it is possible that more material may be on the
way.
3.3.
Observe the Weather
Debris flows develop when water rapidly accumulates in the ground; therefore it is important to identify continued sources of water such as rainfall, snowmelt, irrigation
systems, or pipe or canal leaks. If present, additional events may occur. The likelihood of
a debris flow tends to decline after a day or more of dry weather, although deep-seated
landslides may still occur several days after heavy rain (USGS, 2005). Caution should be
taken if rainfall resumes: sudden bursts of rain may be particularly dangerous (Highland
et al., 1997). If the source of the debris flow is spring snowmelt, a debris flow may be
more likely to initiate in warmer weather. If the source of the water is man-made, measures should be taken to control the water prior to removal of the debris.
3.4.
Continue to Observe the Flow
Observations of any water running in the channel may give an indication of approaching
debris. A change in the water from clear to muddy may indicate landslide activity upstream (Highland et al., 1997). An appearance of increased flow, or pulses in the flow,
may indicate that the debris flow is still occurring. Alternatively, a sudden decrease in
flow may indicate plugging or damming of the channel upstream. A flooding or bursting
of this debris dam could suddenly release destructive flood water or debris flow (Highland et al., 1997). Any adverse observations of the stream flow should initiate an
evacuation of the site until the upstream channel can be evaluated.
3.5.
Listen for Unusual Sounds
Cracking trees, falling boulders, and movement of other debris materials may indicate a
hazardous condition initiating upstream. This material can be transported downslope long
distances in the form of debris flows (Highland et al., 1997). Noises from these events
should raise awareness that another debris flow may be traveling downstream. Workers
should immediately evacuate to an uphill location (away from the drainage channel) until
either the debris event passes or the noises abate.
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4.

DATA COLLECTION

This section explains the components and procedures that are presented in the attached Debris
Flow Data Sheet (Appendix B). The primary method through which information will be collected is through the use of the Data Sheet which is intended to be completed to the extent
possible by the field personnel who first respond to the incident and/or the supervisor overseeing
the clean up and mitigation. Some information may not be known by field personnel, therefore
an “Office Use” form requests information on landownership, rainfall, and basin conditions. The
information requested on the Data Sheet was included based on the authors’ experience, and
from Washington’s DOT, and Oregon’s and Idaho’s Landslide Inventory programs (Hofmeister,
2000; Miller, 2003; WSDOT, 1995).
Bookkeeping information includes data such as the date of first observation, date of the event if
known, the name of the on-site employee and their CDOT district number, and the storage location of any photos taken of the debris flow. The second section asks for information regarding
the location of the event and the characteristics of the roadway on which it occurred. Highway
route number, milepost, posted speed limit and estimated sight distance will be useful for ranking areas for future mitigative action. Areas with high recurrence intervals, high speed limits
and/or limited sight distances will likely be targets for early preventive measures. For purposes
of statistical records and insurance, the Data Sheet also provides space to note whether the event
involved vehicle accidents.
The third section of the Data Sheet is for information pertaining to the debris flow and the surrounding affected area. Data including the size and type of any culverts or mitigation measures
present will help to track the effectiveness of them and provide guidance on whether additional
measures should be taken. One of the most important pieces of information from a response and
mitigation standpoint is the volume of material generated by the debris flow. The volume produced by the flow affects the size and duration of the clean up effort, which in turn affects
possible traffic delays. While the volume of one debris flow does not necessarily indicate that
future events from the same drainage will be of similar magnitude, it provides one of the few
means for a direct estimate, which is crucial for long-term mitigation structures. The most common way to estimate the volume of debris is through truck counts. The size of the trucks, the
average percent full of the loads and the number of trucks is necessary to determine a volume.
This method does not account for debris that comes to rest either above or below the roadway.
Debris that does not reach to road is typically of little concern, but if a substantial amount of material passed beyond the road, this may affect volume estimates for long-term mitigation. To
address this point, the Data Sheet asks whether debris crossed the road and traveled onto the
downstream stream side and whether it was removed or left in place.
To assist in the clarity of the information collected, space is provided for a sketch of the conditions observed prior to removal of the debris. Volume and debris channel information such as
approximate depth and extent of the debris where it is visible and the slope above and below the
road should be included. Finally, the Data Sheet asks whether rock or soil or both are present and
in what general proportion, as well as the maximum boulder size and other debris present. Basins
that produce viscous, predominately fine grained debris flows must be mitigated differently than
those with primarily coarse clasts and boulders. For example, a large ring-net barrier will be ineffective if the maximum grain-size of the flow will pass through the openings in the net.
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Some information that may not be known by field personnel may be useful in identifying hazards
of future debris flows and determining causation of a previous or current event. This includes
the names and contact information of all landowners on which the event occurred, any rain
gauge information, and the condition of the basin, i.e., whether the basin is in a natural state,
burned, logged, mined, developed, etc. It may also be useful to link the appropriate topographic
maps and aerial photographs covering the area to the event.
As the number of recorded debris flows grows over time, it may be helpful to organize field data
into a digital database, and to use the data to develop a hazard rating or ranking system. In order
for the information to be used most effectively, access should be opened to CDOT employees
throughout the state and methods should be developed to allow for ease of data entry across the
various districts. An example program would be that used by Washington State Department of
Transportation.
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5.

LONG-TERM MITIGATION

The focus of this report is primarily on immediate safety, response, and data collection in the
event of a debris flow. However, as a general reference, this section briefly discusses some of the
more widely used methods for debris-flow hazard mitigation. For a complete discussion on the
construction of effectiveness of mitigation structures see Van Dine (1996) or Reihsen and Harrison (1971). Also, to aid in basic decision-making, at the end of this section is a decision
guideline table highlighting pros and cons of various mitigation options.
Mitigation of debris-flow hazards may be appropriate if the risk should an event occur is judged
to be unacceptable. Such cases might include vital sections of roadway, such as an interstate,
where debris flows are known to recur frequently, or recently burned areas with greatly increased probability of debris flows. Debris flows can be controlled or minimized by three
approaches: 1) watershed-wide erosion control, 2) interception of the debris above the road, or 3)
passing the debris through a culvert or under a bridge (Reihsen and Harrison, 1971). Watershedwide erosion control is typically employed in the case of a wildfire and would likely fall outside
the jurisdiction of CDOT. For a comprehensive treatment of erosion control methods and their
effectiveness in the event of wildfire see Santi, et al (2006).
Interception of debris above the roadway can be achieved by three methods: 1) deflection of the
flow away from the road, 2) debris basins, or 3) high tensile steel netting or pipes. Deflection
berms are a viable option only when there is a clear runout zone to which the debris can be diverted. Berms are typically built out of local materials, but reinforced concrete has also been
used (Van Dine, 1996). Construction and compaction requirements should be similar to a road
embankment. It is essential when designing a deflection berm to account for impact forces of the
flow striking the berm, and the depth/volume of the flow so that overtopping and failure is prevented. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a defection berm. Note that the presence of
the berm will likely alter the existing stream channel and provisions may be necessary to prevent
adverse impacts of this deflection downstream.

Figure 1 – A schematic representation of a deflection berm for the purpose of preventing a debris flow from
impacting a roadway or other structure (from Van Dine, 1996).
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Debris basins are essentially large detention areas that are located on the upstream side of the
road. They are designed to retain the coarse material that may be produced by a single debrisflow event (USACE, 2004). A drainage culvert with a straining structure is constructed at the
low-point of the basin to pass water and fine material. Sediment that is captured in the basin after
a debris flow must be removed to restore the storage capacity for subsequent events (USACE,
2004). Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of a debris basin.

Figure 2 – Schematic of a debris basin. While this image shows a straining structure and bridge, may basins employ
a culvert with a trash rack to pass fines and normal stream flow beyond the roadway (from Van Dine, 1996).

High tensile-strength ring nets or wire rope netting such as are commonly used for rock-fall mitigation have been successfully used to stop debris flows (see Figure 3) (Thommen and Duffy,
1997; Duffy and DeNatalie, 1996). Debris racks consisting of steel pipes driven in the ground
and welded together have also been employed successfully at Lemon Dam near Durango, Colorado as seen in Figure 4 (Santi, et al, 2006). Use of these types of barriers is attractive to
agencies such as DOTs who often have a limited right-of-way beyond the road because they require a relatively small amount of space. Additionally, since the barrier ideally retains the coarse
material but allows water and fines to pass through them, resizing of existing culverts under the
roadway may not be necessary.
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Figure 3 – The use of a high tensile-strength ring net to contain a debris flow (from www.wsl.ch)

Figure 4 – A debris rack above Lemon Dam (near Durango, CO) successfully contained coarse material from a
debris flow after the Missionary Ridge Fire of 2002 (from Florida Water Conservation District, 2003).

Finally, debris flows and floods may be passed directly under the road by the use of oversized
culverts or bridges. The primary drawback to this approach is the difficulty in predicting the flow
rate or volume that will occur in the event of a debris flow (Reihsen and Harrison, 1971). In the
case of a bridge crossing, it is vital to place piles or abutments well above the anticipated level of
flow because of the high scour potential of debris flows. Culverts must be maintained regularly
and cleaned of material after an event to maximize their ability to pass large volumes of debris.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The decision to remediate debris flow hazards and the selection of mitigation methods is a complex process dependent on the space available, anticipated flow volume, acceptable risk levels,
and geometry of the drainage channel and roadway. Figure 5 is a flow chart to assist in assessing
remediation options.
1) Assess the need for basin-wide treatment
If the basin of interest has been recently burned or logged, then consider basin-wide preventative
treatment in addition to engineering mitigation options (see Santi et al, 2006).
2) Assess the available space for a mitigation structure
The space available for a mitigation structure is determined by the ROW and the surrounding
topography. Relative space requirements are typically as follows:
low:
Culvert or bridge (a bridge is spacious but is typically within the ROW)
Ring net/wire rope fence
Debris rack
Deflection berm
high: Debris Basin
3) Predict the anticipated volume of potential debris flow
Has the basin recently burned?
yes:
Estimate potential volume from past events or from Santi et al, 2006.
Debris flows within 1-3 years of a wildfire may be many times larger than in unburned areas.
no:
Estimate potential volume from past events and geologic evidence
4) Determine which mitigation options are feasible based on available space and predicted volume
The relative capacity of each mitigation measure is given below along with the factors that create
constraints on capacity:
low capacity: Ring nets/Debris rack - Volume capacity is limited by height and strength of netting
and gradient of the channel behind it. Adequate strength anchor rock must be present.
Culvert/bridge - These structures are theoretically unlimited in capacity but if they
become clogged the capacity essentially becomes zero.
Debris basin - The capacity is governed by the natural terrain and size of the retention
berm.
high capacity: Deflection berm - The capacity is only limited by the runout area.
5) Choose a mitigation option from the remaining choices based on cost effectiveness
The variation in cost of each option will likely be governed by the following:
Materials/Equipment Required
lower
Debris rack
cost/commitment: Ring net/wire rope fence
Culvert
Deflection berm
higher
Debris Basin
cost/commitment: Bridge

Engineering Required
Deflection berm
Culvert
Debris rack
Debris basin
Ring net/wire rope fence
Bridge

Environmental Impact
Culvert
Ring net/wire rope fence
Debris rack
Bridge
Debris Basin
Deflection berm

Figure 5 – Decision guidelines for choosing a debris-flow mitigation option. This is not a comprehensive list of
options, but represents some of the more feasible and commonly used mitigation methods for highways.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

Debris flows are a common geologic hazard in Colorado with increasing probability of occurrence during the rainy season and times of rapid snowmelt. Debris flows may damage or bury
roadways, which may isolate drivers and homeowners and delay emergency services. Therefore,
it is important to remove the debris as soon as possible after an event. However, due to the potential for repeat events in a short time span and the instability of fresh debris-flow material
worker safety is important and must be understood by the clean-up crew. Safety considerations
include observation of the following conditions (detailed on the attached Debris-Flow Safety
Sheet):


The surrounding area and work site



The consistency of the debris material



The weather and changing conditions



Changes in the flow rate / water quality of the channel



Unusual sounds

Collection of data during removal of debris from roadways will provide a database that may assist in future ranking and/or mitigating roadways with frequent debris-flow hazards. The
attached Debris-Flow Field Data Sheet provides a method of the collection of relevant information for the development of that database.
In areas where debris flows occur frequently or may cause highly hazardous conditions, mitigation methods may be employed. Routine maintenance will still be necessary for existing
conditions or mitigated areas. The three primary means for controlling debris flows are:


Watershed-wide erosion control



Interception of the debris above the road (deflection berm, debris basin, or ring-nets)



Passing of the debris through a culvert of under a bridge

The development of the debris flow database throughout the state will help to identify hazardprone areas and assist with ranking specific areas for allocation of funds.
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Appendix A
Debris-Flow Safety Sheet

Debris-Flow Safety: Stay alert, Stay alive!!
“ Debris flows, sometimes referred to as mudslides, mudflows, lahars, or debris avalanches,
are common types of fast-moving landslides. These flows generally occur during periods of
intense rainfall or rapid snowmelt. They usually start on steep hillsides as shallow landslides
that liquefy and accelerate to speeds that are typically about 10 mph, but can exceed 35 mph.
The consistency of debris flows ranges from watery mud to thick, rocky mud that can carry
large items such as boulders, trees, and cars.” (Highland, et al., 1997)

1) Observe the Surrounding Area and Worksite Location
•

Ensure that bridges are undamaged and stable, the roadway has not been
undermined, and there are no live electrical wires, gas or water leaks.

•

Beware that adjacent drainage channels may contain debris or floodwater that
may affect staging areas, hauling routes, or emergency evacuation.

•

Select a worksite location are on higher ground, between canyon mouths, with the
safest access routes considered.

2) Feel the consistency of the debris
•

Fresh debris is initially very wet, and unstable, quick conditions may be present.
This material should not be walked or driven on. More material may be on the way.

3) Observe the weather
•

Is it still raining? If so, additional events sometimes occur. Sudden bursts of rain
may be particularly dangerous.

4) Look for changes in flow rate/ water quality of channel
•

Water changes from clear to muddy – could be an indication of damaging mud and
debris to follow.

•

An increase in flow rate or pulses in flow – could indicate debris flow still occurring.

•

A sudden decrease in flow rate – may indicate plugging or damming of the
channel. A breach of this debris dam could suddenly release destructive flood
water or debris flow.

5) Listen for unusual sounds
•

Cracking trees, falling boulders, and movement of other debris materials may
indicate hazardous conditions to come. This debris can be transported long
distances in debris flows.

Don't delay, Save yourself!
•Develop an evacuation plan – everyone knows where to go!
•Quickly move out of the path of the landslide or debris flow – head for higher ground!
•If escape is not possible, curl into a tight ball and protect your head!
(NDEC, 1996)

Appendix B
Debris-Flow Field Data Sheet

Debris-Flow Field Data Sheet :
Date of observation:___/___/____
Date of occurrence (if known):___/___/____
Photo file location:_________________________
Estimated sight distance:____________

Name of observer:____________________
CDOT District no:__________
Highway rte. no.:___________
Posted speed limit (mph):__________

Vehicles involved: yes_____ no_____ If yes, describe damage/injury if known (the best source for getting
detailed accident information will be from the State Patrol):____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Damage to culvert or other structures: yes_____ no_____ If yes, describe (the size and type of culvert
can be collected in the office from the “as-built” plans or from the resident engineer):___________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Other debris mitigation measures: yes_____ no_____ If yes, what type:___________________________
Debris flow limits: Beginning Mile Marker: ________ Ending Mile Marker: _________
Average depth of debris on road: ___________
Did the debris cross the road and travel down the other side: yes_____ no_____
Was this material removed: yes_____ no_____
Volume Estimate: Number of trucks _____ Truck capacity:_____ Estimated percent full:______
Other method of estimating volume: _________________________________________
Description of material removed:
_____ Fine (soil and sand with most rocks smaller than 1 ft. in diameter)
_____ Fine and Coarse (soil and sand with numerous rocks larger than 1 ft. in diameter)
Average rock diameter: ________
Largest rock diameter: ________
Other debris present (i.e. logs):____________________________________________________________

For Office Use:
Provide the following information as completely as possible:
1.
Landowners within debris-flow source area: __________________________________
2.
Rain gauge information (if available):
•
Station ID: ________
•
Is the Station within the watershed?
yes
no (if no, distance from watershed: _______)
•
Storm Total (in): ______
•
Duration (hrs): ______
•
Maximum Intensity (in/hr): __________
3.
Basin condition (circle all that apply):
natural
burn
logging mining
new development
other _____________
Include the following information with the file:
•
Topographic map outlining drainage area
•
Aerial photos (if available)

Draw a diagram: Draw a plan view of the canyon producing the flow including the following features; canyon
name (if known), road width (label road name or route number), paved shoulder, right-of-way (if known), and
culverts and/or debris mitigation structures. Include a north arrow and an approximate scale. Sketch approximate
limits of debris flow deposit with thickness estimates and approximate slope. Also include any identifiable
structures (house, telephone poles, etc.) or features that will help location the canyon in the future.

Example:
ow
Cr
Ca
on
ny

ROW

Box culvert
6’
3’
:1
10

2’

SR-54
4’

#105 Canyon Way

Explanation:
10:1 approximate slope (horizontal: vertical)
Approximate Scale:
North

1in = ____ ft

6’

approximate location of thickness estimate
building or structure

